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Index to Texas Medicine 2020 

Index for Texas Medicine, 2020 

 

Introduction 
 
This index includes three parts: Subject Index, 

Author Index, and Deaths. Medical 

terminology follows MeSH (Medical Subject 

Headings), used for PubMed and other 

indexes and databases produced by the 

National Library of Medicine. Non-MeSH 

terms ae those preferred by the author or 

commonly used within the discipline. 

Subject Index 

A 

Abbott, Greg 

 federal funds for Healthy Texas Women 

restored (Rounds), Mar p 10 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug pp 38–40 

 on spread of COVID-19 (Pulse), Aug p 8 

Accidental Injuries 

 industrial innovation, increased injuries 

(Looking Back), Aug p 10 

Accountable Care Organizations 

 ACOs tops for state, national Medicare 

savings (Pulse), Feb p 8 

 Medicare shared savings program and 

Texas ACOs: by the numbers, Dec p 

43 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care, 

Dec pp 38–41 

 principles of a community-based ACO, 

Dec p 39 

 report and recommendations to House of 

Delegates (Rounds), Nov pp 4, 6 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

 

 

 

 TMA PracticeEdge ACOs tops for state, 

national Medicare savings (Pulse), 

Feb p 8 

Acebo, Sally 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(photo), Aug p 18 (Rounds) 

Acosta, Martha Vela 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome 

 [COVID-19 similarities to HIV/AIDS 

pandemic], Sep p 20 

Active Shooter. See Gun Violence 

Adaptation, Psychological 

 coping during COVID-19 crisis, Jun p 14 

Advance Directives 

 DNR education, Nov p 46 

Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response 

Training Center, Texas State University 

at San Marcos 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

Advanced Practice Nursing 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

Advisory Committee on Immunization 

Practices (ACIP) 

 ACIP recommendations: talk to patients 

about, Oct p 47 

African Americans 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

AIDS Regional Information and Evaluation 

System (ARIES) 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 
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to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

Air Pollution 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May p 21 

Akbar, Abraham 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control (photo), Jul pp 

42–45 

Alabi, Kemi 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Alexander, Lamar 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Alexander, Troy 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

Alker, Joan 

 rate of uninsured kids in Texas on the rise 

(Rounds), Jan pp 12–14 

Alliance for Innovation on Maternal Care 

(AIM) 

 protocols and maternal mortality 

reduction, Jul p 28 

Alozie, Ogechika 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May p 35 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill 

(photo), Feb pp 38–42 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients 

(photo), Sep pp 19–23 

Alternative Payment Models (APMs) 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

 supporting fair APM payments: AMA 

backs accounting for social 

determinants of health (Quality), Jan 

p 26 

American Medical Association 

 AMA creates CPT codes for combination 

COVID-19 /flu tests (Rounds), Dec 

pp 10–12 

 AMA interim meeting, special coverage 

(Rounds), Jan pp 16–17 

 House of Delegates 

  AMA House says "no" to vaping 

(Rounds), Jan p 16 

  [leadership election results] (Rounds), 

Jan p 17 

  MIPS plan rejected (Rounds), Jan p 

16 

  other issues merit action (Rounds), 

Jan p 17 

  Reference Committee members from 

Texas (Rounds), Jan p 17 

  [support for risk adjustment in 

APMs], Jan p 26 

  Texans shine brightly (Rounds), Jan 

pp 16–17 

 a new leader for a new time; Sue Bailey 

takes the helm at AMA amid 

COVID-19 crisis (Profile), Jul pp 

12–13 

 patient privacy's new frontier: AMA 

principles aim to keep apps, other 

third parties honest with personal 

health data (Law), Dec pp 22–23 

 Texans take new AMA leadership spots 

(Rounds), Aug p 15 

America's Health Insurance Plans (AHIP) 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 
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standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

Analgesics, Opioid 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 TMA to TMB: let docs decide if in-person 

visit needed for more opioid scrips 

(Rounds), May pp 14–16 

Andrews, Charles 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely (photo), Nov pp 17–21 

 talk to patients about: vaccine testing, Nov 

p 23 

Appointments and Schedules 

 when COVID-19 visited this physician's 

Houston practice: lessons learned 

(photo), May pp 30–31 

Appriss Health 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

Arambula, Michael 

 appointment to Prescription Monitoring 

Program Advisory Committee 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

Arbitration. See Negotiating 

Arreota, Amanda 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty 

(photo), Jun pp 16–18 

AstraZeneca 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Astrophotography 

 stethoscopes and telescopes: Temple 

physician [John Manning] focuses 

his skills on astrophotography 

(Q&A), Feb pp 46–48 

Attitude of Health Personnel 

 "This makes me feel more alive": catching 

COVID-19 helped family physician 

Tim Martindale find new ways to 

help his patients (photo), Sep pp 30–

33 

Attitude to Health 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 

Audiologists 

 TMA opposes attempts to expand 

audiologists' scope (Rounds), Apr 

pp 13–14 

Auster, Moe 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Austin Regional Clinic (ARC) 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 23–24 

Awards and Prizes 

 Daughters of the American Revolution 

Medal of Honor awarded to Phil H. 

Berry, Jr. (Newsmakers), Apr p 15 

(photo) 

 fighting epidemics: Robert Haley, MD, 

wins inaugural Nickey Award for 

public health (Profile), Mar pp 26–

27 

 John Zerwas, MD, honored for service in 

Texas House (Rounds), Apr pp 12–

13 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

 nominate outstanding science teachers for 

a TMA award (Pulse), Dec p 7 
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 recipients of 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Awards for Excellence in Science 

Teaching, Aug pp 18–19 

 recipients of TMAF 2020 John P. 

McGovern Champion of Health 

Awards (photo), Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipients 

(Rounds), Aug pp 18 

 TMA President's Award presented to El 

Paso emergency community for 

shooting response (Rounds), Apr p 

13 

 Williams, Josie R., receives TMA 

Distinguished Service Award 

(Rounds), Nov p 4 

Azar, Alex 

 fed strategies for tackling EHR burden 

(Rounds), May pp 16–17 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 [on regulation of e-cigarettes], Feb p 21 

Azithromycin 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

B 

Bailey, Susan Rudd 

 AMA creates CPT codes for combination 

COVID-19 /flu tests (Rounds), Dec 

pp 10–12 

 [incoming president, AMA] (Rounds), Jan 

p 18; Aug p 15 

 a new leader for a new time; Bailey takes 

the helm at AMA amid COVID-19 

crisis (Profile), Jul pp 12–13 

 [on COVID-19 impact] (Pulse), Oct p 8 

(photo) 

 patient privacy's new frontier: AMA 

principles aim to keep apps, other 

third parties honest with personal 

health data (Law), Dec pp 22–23 

Ball, Cynthia 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

 

Banning, Tom 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

Baraka, Abakar Sabir 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Barbee, Sam 

 paying the price for PPE, Jun p 23 

Barnes, Kate 

 recipient, TMAF 2020 John P. McGovern 

Champion of Health Award (photo), 

Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

Barrett, Alan 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Bartlett, Elizabeth 

 [testing for COVID-19 symptoms] 

(photo), Jun p 23 

Bauer, Brad 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

Baylor Scott & White Quality Alliance 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care, Dec p 44 

Beall, K. H. 

 heavy words for the overweight (Looking 

Back), Feb p 9 

Behavioral Medicine 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it, Dec pp 

34–37 
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Belcher, Nora 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine, Jul p 19 

Benavides, Luis 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

Benson, Carra 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

Benz, Allison 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

Berger, Michelle A. 

 [secretary/treasurer TMA House of 

Delegates and Board], Jun p 48 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

Berhe, Mezgebe 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely (photo), Nov pp 17–21 

bBerry, Phil H. Jr. 

 recipient of Daughters of the American 

Revolution Medal of Honor 

(Newsmakers), Apr p 15 (photo) 

Berry, Tiffany 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (photo), Dec p 44 

Biary, Bissan 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

Bias 

 implicit bias in prenatal drug testing 

(Commentary), Jul p 6 

Bilello, Josh 

 [AMA Medical Student Section Region 3 

alternate delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Blackwell, Thomas 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Sep p 36 

Blair, Pete 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

Blanco, Cesar 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

Bonnen, Greg 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Border Health Caucus, TMA 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov pp 8, 10 

Bornstein, Michael 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable, Aug p 26 

Bornstein, Sue 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future (photo), Dec pp 18–

20 

Brady, Kevin 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 
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for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Brady, Wesley Anne 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

pp 25–26 

Breast Neoplasms 

 [on breast cancer awareness] (Pulse), Jan 

p 8 

Briggs, Emily 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

Brooks, Andrew 

 let's be wise about smartphone use 

[excerpt] (Pulse), Mar p 4 

Bruel, Brian 

 same old hurdles: PMP requirement 

doesn't lower pharmacy-mandated 

obstacles to filling opioid scrips, 

Sep pp 40–43 

Bruggeman, Adam 

 an injury to justice: TMA fights court 

decision tilting workers' comp 

payment disputes in insurers' favor 

(Law), Jan pp 32–36 

 appointment to Prescription Monitoring 

Program Advisory Committee 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 (photo) 

Buckingham, Dawn 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Bunch, James 

 [AMA Medical Student Section Region 3 

delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

Buprenorphine 

 [for opioid use disorder], Oct p 35 

 

 

Burgess, Michael 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 24–25 

 medicine to Congress: expand maternal 

Medicaid coverage (Rounds), Feb p 

14 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Burnout, Professional 

 beyond burnout: docs decry moral injury 

from financial pressures of health 

care (excerpt) (Pulse), Apr p 6 

 10 tips to manage stress (Pulse), May p 8 

 what causes physician burnout? (Pulse), 

Jul p 8 

Busogi, Belinda 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

C 

Caballero, Celeste 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos (photo), Oct pp 26–

31 

Callas, Ray 

 how physicians find the right financial 

team (Advertorial), Mar pp 14–15 

 MIPS plan rejected [AMA interim 

meeting] (Rounds), Jan p 16 

Cameron-Willacy County Medical Society 

 paying the price for PPE, Jun pp 22–23 

Camp, Tammy 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

Cancer Screening. See Early Detection of 

Cancer 

Cardenas, Carlos 

 dulling the pain of future damages: Texas 

Supreme Court decision carries new 

implications for periodic payment of 
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future medical expenses (Law), Sep 

pp 44–45 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Carlo, John 

 AMA House says "no" to vaping 

(Rounds), Jan p 16 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients 

(photo), Mar pp 23–25 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos (photo), Oct pp 26–

31 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 28–31 

Carlson, Craig 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

Carlton, Brint 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 PMP checks not necessary for in-facility 

medications, TMB says (Rounds), 

Apr p 12 

Carpenter, Robert 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

p 40 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 

 

 

 

Castillo, James 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

Census 

 hard-to-count Texans, Mar p 44 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

 U.S. Census timeline, Mar p 43 

Center for Health Communication, University 

of Texas at Austin 

 talking to patients about the PMP 

(Rounds), Mar p 9 

Center for Healthcare Data, UTHealth 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 40–42 

Center for Innovation in Advanced 

Development and Manufacturing 

(CIADM) 

 [COVID-19 vaccine development], Nov p 

20 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC) 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 

(CMS) 

 1115 Medicaid Transformation Waiver, 

Dec p 40 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 18–25 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services, May pp 37–39 
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 CMS' 2021 fee schedule proposal could 

lower physician pay (Rounds), Oct p 

14 

 CMS to recoup chronic care management 

payments (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 COVID-19 and Telemedicine, Jul p 16 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

 E&M coding changes among major CPT 

revisions for 2021 (Rounds), Nov pp 

14–15 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 40–42 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care, Sep 

pp 24–29 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

Chachere, Breanna 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Chan, Fonda 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine (photo), Jul pp 16–18 

Chemitiganti, Rama 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine (photo), Jul pp 17–19 

Chernosky, Marvin 

 a medical solution to a hairy problem 

(Looking Back), Oct p 12 

 

 

Chesnut, Michelle 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

pp 26–27 

Child Psychiatric Access Network (CPAN) 
 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 regions of responsibility, May p 44 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it, Dec pp 

34–37 

Children 

 rate of uninsured kids in Texas on the rise 

(Rounds), Jan pp 12–14 

Children's Health Insurance Program (CHIP) 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 rate of uninsured kids in Texas on the rise 

(Rounds), Jan pp 12–14 

Childs, Tilden 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

Chloroquine 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

Christensen, Juanema 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

Christner, Jennifer 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 
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Chronic Diseases 

 COVID-19 impact on treatment, Jul p 26 

Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy 

 butting heads over football (Looking 

Back), May p 10 

Chung, Wendy 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate, Aug 

pp 32–33 

Climate Change 

 focus on the evidence (Letter), Sep p 4 

 health & climate connected (Letter), Sep 

pp 4–5 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May pp 19–23 

 Texas' climate forecast: extreme, May p 

23 

Clinical Clerkships 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36; 

Sep pp 34–36 

Clinical Trials 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Clinton, Chelsea 

 getting around COVID-19 isolation, Oct p 

22 

Coalition Against Surprise Medical Billing 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Collin-Fannin County Medical Society 

 paying the price for PPE, Jun p 23 

Combs, Shanna 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

 

Communicable Diseases 

 in defense of public health: preventable 

diseases are back on the map, and 

Peter Hotez...says physicians need 

to think globally to help stop the 

trend (TexMed 2020), Apr pp 24–25 

Communicable Diseases, Emerging 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

Community Immunity. See Immunity, Herd 

Community Networks 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care, 

Dec pp 38–41 

Compassion. See Empathy 

Computer Security 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

Confidentiality 

 TMA challenges Ascension–Google 

partnership (Rounds), Jan p 12 

Contact Tracing 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate 

(photo), Aug pp 32–33 

Contracts 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

Conway, Deborah 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students (photo), Aug pp 

34–36 

Cook, Ronald 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce 

(photo), Jun p 44 
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Copper Sulfate Poisoning 

 January 1892: a silver bullet for poisoned 

stew (Looking Back), Jan p 10 

Core Quality Measures Collaborative 

(CQMC) 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

Cortez, Briana 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Counseling 

 "This makes me feel more alive": catching 

COVID-19 helped family physician 

Tim Martindale find new ways to 

help his patients (photo), Sep pp 30–

33 

COVID-19 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients, 

Sep pp 19–29 

 be informed: know your risk during 

COVID-19 (chart) (Pulse), Aug p 7 

 be vigilant about email scams (Pulse), Jun 

p 4 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

 business as not so usual (Editor's Note), 

May p 2 

 can you hear me now? Communicating 

across the COVID-19 PPE chasm 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 

 cancer and chronic ailments, Jul p 26 

 childbirth and contraception impacts, Jul p 

28 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty, Jun 

pp 16–18 

 comptroller: Texas faces projected deficit 

for 2021 [due to COVID 19] 

(Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

 coping during crisis, Jun p 14 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

 COVID-19 and Medicare: by the 

numbers, Sep p 25 

 COVID-19 isn't going away soon (Editor's 

Note), Aug p 2 

 COVID-19 podcasts and webinars 

available (Pulse), Oct p 10 

 the COVID-19 Registry (Commentary), 

Oct p 7 

 COVID-19's silver linings should be part 

of the "new normal" (Editor's Note), 

Dec p 2 

 deaths among health care workers (Pulse), 

Aug p 8 

 don't let Texans let down their guard (or 

mask) (Editor's Note), Oct p 2 

 encourage patients to donate COVID-19 

convalescent plasma (Rounds), Oct 

pp 14–15 

 face it: masks, telemedicine present 

challenges (Pulse), Jul p 8 

 FDA-approved treatment, terminology 

(Pulse), Aug p 6 

 flexibility needed for end-of-life visits, 

Oct p 23 

 getting around isolation, Oct p 22 

 health disparities and, Sep p 21 

 how has COVID-19 affected your 

practice?, Aug pp 28–29 

 keeping Texas physicians healthy 

mentally, Oct p 25 

 keeping up with COVID-19, Apr p 44 

 let's not go back to the future (Editor's 

Note), Jul p 2 

 making sure what we write is right 

(Editor's Note), Apr p 2 

 #MaskHero [TMA social media campaign 

on wearing masks correctly] 

(Imaging), Nov pp 34–35, 48 
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COVID-19 (continued) 

 mental health impact, Jul p 24 

 mental health resources, Jul p 23; Oct p 21 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct pp 26–31 

 a new leader for a new time; Sue Bailey 

takes the helm at AMA amid 

COVID-19 crisis (Profile), Jul pp 

12–13 

 obesity and, Jul p 39 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout (photo), Oct pp 32–35 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health, 

Jun pp 12–15 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug pp 38–40 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 

sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response, Jul pp 22–28 

 paying the price for PPE, Jun pP 22–26 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

 preparing for the next pandemic, Jun pp 

27–28 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

 quality reporting during COVID-19, Oct p 

31 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate, Aug 

pp 32–33 

 reporting infectious diseases, Apr p 45 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable, Aug pp 23–

27 

 schools may exclude students with vax 

opt-outs in an epidemic, TMA says 

(Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

 show patients you're making your practice 

safe (Pulse), Jun p 4 

 [similarities to HIV/AIDS pandemic], Sep 

p 20 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care, Sep 

pp 24–29 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

 [suspension of USMLE Step 2 during 

pandemic], Nov pp 36–40 

 telemedicine and. See Telemedicine 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students., Aug pp 34–36 

 "This makes me feel more alive": catching 

COVID-19 helped family physician 

Tim Martindale find new ways to 

help his patients (photo), Sep pp 30–

33 

 tips to control COVID-19 stress (Pulse), 

Sep p 6 

 TMA COVID-19 Task Force and 

Resource Center, May p 29 

 TMA members appointed to DSHS panel 

advising on COVID-19 vaccine 

distribution (Newsmakers), Dec p 8 

(Rounds) 
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COVID-19 (continued) 

 TMA secures nearly $30 million in PPE 

for Texas physicians (Pulse), Oct p 

10 

 TMA support for emergency declaration, 

May p 31 

 TMA weighs in on COVID-19 surprise 

billing, and more (Rounds), Nov pp 

12, 14 

 treating patients with mental illness, Oct 

pp 24–25 

 use social media [graphics] to encourage 

your patients to #StayHomeTexas 

and #KeepItUpTexas (Pulse), Jun p 

6 

 vaccination and children's health, Jul p 25 

 what I learned from catching COVID-19: 

it also affects your mind(Editor's 

Note), Sep p 2 

 what to do if a staff member or patient 

tests positive, Sep p 33 

 where we're going, how we're feeling 

(survey), Oct p 24 

 why COVID-19 "parties" are a bad idea: 

talk to patients about, Dec p 33 

 why will it take so long for a COVID-19 

vaccine? Talk to patients about, Jun 

p 19 

COVID-19 Diagnostic Testing 

 stick with the science (Editor's Note), Jun 

p 2 

COVID-19 Serotherapy 

 encourage patients to donate COVID-19 

convalescent plasma (Rounds), Oct 

pp 14–15 

COVID-19 Testing 

 AMA creates CPT codes for combination 

COVID-19 /flu tests (Rounds), Dec 

pp 10–12 

COVID-19 Vaccines 

 leveraging ImmTrac2, Dec p 31 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 26–31 

 priority groups for COVID-19 

vaccination, Dec p 30 

 sign up now to provide COVID-19 

vaccines, Dec p 30 

 Texas' distribution plan, Dec pp 28–31 

 TMA recommendations on COVID-19 

vaccine distribution, Dec p 28 

Cowles, Charles 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

pp 36–40 

Craddick, Christi 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

p 24 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

Crenshaw, Dan 

 medicine to Congress: expand maternal 

Medicaid coverage (Rounds), Feb p 

14 

Crook, Gretchen 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Crops, Agricultural 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May p 23 

Crow, Christopher 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care, Sep 

pp 26, 29 

Cultural Diversity 

 the state of physician diversity, Sep p 22 
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Curran, Douglas 

 [temporary appointment to Board 

vacancy], Jun p 48 

Current Procedural Terminology 

 AMA creates CPT codes for combination 

COVID-19 /flu tests (Rounds), Dec 

pp 10–12 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

 E&M coding changes among major CPT 

revisions for 2021 (Rounds), Nov pp 

14–15 

Curriculum 

 health education standards revised for 

public schools (Rounds), Nov p 8 

D 

Dallas County Medical Society 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care 

(photo), Dec pp 38–41 

D'Andrea, Mark 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

Darrouzet, Michael J. 

 on 1115 Medicaid Transformation 

Waiver, Dec p 40 

 Louis J. Goodman, PhD, 1948-2020: In 

Memoriam, Sep p 48 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

p 25 

Davis, Helen Kent 

 a case for more coverage: studies suggest 

Medicaid expansion would fiscally 

benefit Texas (Legislative Affairs), 

Nov pp 25–29 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care 

(photo), Dec p 41 

Davis, Sarah 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections (Legislative 

Affairs), Oct pp 40–41 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32 

Dean, Wendy 

 [on physician burnout], Apr p 6 (Pulse) 

Deception 

 do patients lie to their doctors? (Pulse), 

Sep p 6 

Department of Labor, U.S. 

 wage rule extends overtime to more 

employees (Rounds), Apr p 15 

Desegregation 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

Dharan, Abhishek 

 [AMA Medical Student Section Region 3 

alternate delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Dhir, Nikita 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Sep p 36 

Diabetes 

 food deserts and: Texas in 2016, May p 41 

Diathermy 

 artifact: electric diathermy machine, from 

the BUI Clinic in Marlin, 1948 

(Looking Back), Oct p 12 

Dickey, Elizabeth 

 recipient, TMAF 2020 John P. McGovern 

Champion of Health Award (photo), 

Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

Dickey, Nancy 
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 recipient, TMAF 2020 John P. McGovern 

Champion of Health Award (photo), 

Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

Diet, Healthy 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

Disaster Planning 

 are you ready for the next disaster? (Back 

Page), May p 48 

Disease Outbreaks 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

 preparing for the next pandemic, Jun pp 

27–28 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

Disease Vectors 

 focus on the evidence (Letter), Sep p 4 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May p 22 

Dissent and Disputes 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Drug Costs 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

Drug Prescriptions 

 TMA to TMB: let docs decide if in-person 

visit needed for more opioid scrips 

(Rounds), May pp 14–16 

Drug Testing. See Substance Abuse Detection 

Duchicela, Jorge 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare? 

(photo), Jun pp 34–36 

Duke, Cynthia 

 recipient, 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Award for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 19 

Durable Medical Equipment 

 help TMA solve these medical mysteries 

(Imaging), Apr p 48 

 medical mysteries: solved (Imaging), Jul p 

48; Aug p 48 

Dutton, Harold 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep pp 

13–14 

E 

Early Detection of Cancer 

 COVID-19 impact on, Jul p 26 

Eastman, Alexander 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations 

(photo), Mar pp 36–39 

Ebo-Anagor, Frances 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May pp 33, 35 

E-Cigarettes. See Vaping 

Eckhardt, Sarah 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 14 

Economic Stabilization Fund (Texas) 

 comptroller: Texas faces projected deficit 

for 2021 [due to COVID 19] 

(Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

Economics, Medical 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun pp 30–32 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services, May pp 37–39 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 
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engine for better safety-net care, 

Dec pp 38–41 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

Education, Medical 

 class of COVID-19, Texas Tech 

University Health Sciences Center 

School of Medicine (photos), Oct p 

48 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty, Jun 

pp 16–18 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce, 

Jun pp 42–45 

 Match Day 2020: Texas residency 

programs did well, but clouds loom, 

Jul p 30–31 

 medical school debt keeps climbing, Apr 

p 30 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated, Nov pp 36–

40 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 

Education, Medical, Continuing 

 considering a direct care model? TMA has 

CME for that (Rounds), Dec p 12 

 enhance your patient care with PMP CME 

(Advertorial), Sep p 17 

 improve your work-life balance with free 

CME (Pulse), Mar p 4 

 learn to use the PMP to prevent opioid 

misuse & overdose; a free CME 

opportunity (Advertorial), May p 7 

 TexMed 2020 was canceled, but you can 

still earn CME (Rounds), Aug pp 

14–15 

 TMB sets rules on acute-pain scrip limit, 

opioid CME (Law), Oct p 37 

Education, Medical, Graduate 

 COVID-19 GME adjustments, Sep p 36 

 gauging GME's growth, Jun p 44 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce, 

Jun pp 42–45 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

Edwards, Kimberly Avila 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it, Dec pp 

34–37 

Ehrenfeld, Jesse M. 

 John Zerwas, MD, honored for service in 

Texas House (Rounds), Apr pp 12–

13 

Ehrlich, Lisa 

 [conducting drive-through COVID-19 

testing (photo), Jun p 13 

Electronic Health Records 

 fed strategies for tackling EHR burden 

(Rounds), May pp 16–17 

 [Fontenot on improvement of electronic 

record systems] (Pulse), Feb p 8 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

 Medicaid grant could pay for your HIE 

connection (Rounds), Apr pp 14–15 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 
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Electronic Mail 

 be vigilant about email scams (Pulse), Jun 

p 4 

Elliott, Tricia C. 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

Eltife, Kevin 

 new Tyler medical school wins approval 

(Rounds), May p 14 

Emergency Medical Services 

 a teachable moment: physician podcast 

airs the science behind emergency 

medicine (Q&A), Jan p 6 

Emergency Treatment 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

Empathy 

 back to the heart: cancer survivor Lee 

Tomlinson will stress compassionate 

care at TexMed 2020, Apr p 23 

End-of-Life Care. See Terminal Care 

Epidemics 

 schools may exclude students with vax 

opt-outs in an epidemic, TMA says 

(Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

Ethics, Medical 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov pp 43–

47 

 preserving "do no harm": Supreme Court 

shuts down challenge to TMA-

backed medical ethics committee 

law (Law), Feb pp 22–23 

EVALi. See Lung Injury, E-Cigarette or 

Vaping-Associated (EVALi) 

Exercise 

 the state of inactivity (Pulse), Apr p 8 

 

F 

Farias, Victoria 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

Fauchi, Anthony 

 [Sue Bailey on], Jul p 13 

Faust, Diana 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Fee Schedules 

 CMS 2021 fee schedule proposal could 

lower physician pay (Rounds), Oct p 

14 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

Fees and Charges 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services, May pp 37–39 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 Oregon on the right trail [response to "Big 

noises, big issues: health care takes 

center stage one year out from 2020 

election"] (Letter), Jan p 4 

 state adopts emergency surprise billing 

rule (Rounds), Feb p 10 

 Texas arbitration law, Mar p 20 

 TMA opposes federal "compromise" on 

surprise billing (Rounds), Feb pp 

10–12 

Feldman, Bernard H. 

 help colleagues who need financial help 

(Rounds), Jan p 14 

Fernandez, Keith 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov p 33 
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Fields, Clive 

 when COVID-19 visited this physician's 

Houston practice: lessons learned 

(photo), May pp 30–31 

Fiesinger, Troy 

 appointment to Prescription Monitoring 

Program Advisory Committee 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

Financial Management 

 five real estate investment terms every 

physician should know 

(Advertorial), Apr p 15 

 how physicians find the right financial 

team (Advertorial), Mar pp 14–15 

Finch, Dan 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine, Jul p 19 

 veteran lobbyist Dan Finch to lead TMA 

advocacy team (photo), Aug p 20 

(Rounds) 

Fine, Robert 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov pp 43–

47 (photo) 

 flexibility needed for end-of-life COVID-

19 visits, Oct p 23 

 getting around COVID-19 isolation, Oct p 

22 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug pp 39 (photo), 40 

 preserving "do no harm": Supreme Court 

shuts down challenge to TMA-

backed medical ethics committee 

law (Law), Feb pp 22–23 

 

 

Firearms 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

First Aid 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

Fisher, Andrew D. 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control (photo), Jul pp 

42–45 

Fite, Diana L. 

 [on COVID-19 impact] (Pulse), Oct p 8 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 [on importance of handwashing] (Pulse), 

Sep p 8 

 [installation as TMA president] (photo), 

Jun pp 47–48 

 [leading teletown hall meeting on 

COVID-19] (photo), Jun p 13 

 Louis J. Goodman, PhD, 1948-2020: In 

Memoriam, Sep p 48 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 26–31 

 [President's Address at virtual session of 

House] (Rounds), Aug p 14 

 racism: a very important health problems 

(President's Statement), Jul p 9 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

p 37 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

 TMA brings its Fite [incoming president] 

(photo), Apr pp 19–22 

Flaherty, Stephen 

 El Paso emergency community honored 

for shooting response (Rounds), Apr 

p 13 
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Fleeger, David C. 

 [administering oath of office to incoming 

president Diana Fite], Jun p 47 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun pp 30–32 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services (photo), May pp 37–39 

 El Paso emergency community honored 

for shooting response (Rounds), Apr 

p 13 

 federal funds for Healthy Texas Women 

restored (Rounds), Mar p 10 

 on fight against COVID-19 (Pulse), May 

p 8 

 [leading teletown hall meeting on 

COVID-19] (photo), Jun p 13 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 medical billing services tax postponed 

(Rounds), May p 12 

 [on professional values] (photo), Apr p 22 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

 PMP checks not necessary for in-facility 

medications, TMB says (Rounds), 

Apr p 12 

 [remarks as outgoing president], Jun p 48 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32; Feb p 33 

 TMA challenges Ascension–Google 

partnership (Rounds), Jan p 12 

 TMA opposes federal "compromise" on 

surprise billing (Rounds), Feb pp 

10–12 

 on TMA support for COVID-19 

emergency declaration, May p 31 

 on TMA Telemedicine Resource Center, 

May p 32 

Flores, John 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens. 

(photo), Feb pp 34–36 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

p 27 

 [service on AMA Reference Committee 

on Legislation] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

 TMA leaders at AMA interim meeting 

(photo), Jan p 48 

Floyd, Gary W. 

 [Board of Trustees Chair], Jun p 48 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov p 46 

(photo) 

 [presiding over Board of Trustees as 

Disaster Board for 

election/installation of officers 

during COVID-19 emergency], Jun 

p 47 

Fonseca, Vincent 

 cleanliness vs. vaccines: talk to patients 

about, Apr p 47 

Fontenot, Sarah 

 [on improvement of electronic record 

systems] (Pulse), Feb p 8 (photo) 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

 FDA-approved treatments, terminology 

(Pulse), Aug p 6 

Football 

 butting heads over football (Looking 

Back), May p 10 

Fort Bend Medical Society 

 [collection of PPE], Jun p 24 

Fowler, Ray 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May pp 20–23 

Foxhall, Lewis 

 cancer screening and prevention during 

COVID-19, Jul p 26 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 
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sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response, Jul p 22 

Fuller, Gregory 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

G 

Gambill, Lauren 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient services 

(photo), Mar pp 42–45 

Gandyglia-Cazaban, Cecelia 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 41–42 

Garber, Larry 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov p 33 

Garcia, Imelda 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 28–29 

Garretson, Melissa 

 a new leader for a new time; Sue Bailey 

takes the helm at AMA amid 

COVID-19 crisis (Profile), Jul pp 

12–13 

Garrison, Tanya 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (Law), Jun 

pp 38–40 

Garza, Ricardo 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

pp 22–27 

 

Gerich, Bobby 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty 

(photo), Jun pp 16–18 

Gilbert, Gustave 

 the Nuremberg psychiatrist (Looking 

Back), Dec p 4 

Gillman, Jason 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill 

(photo), Feb pp 40–42 

Global Warming 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May pp 19–23 

Glover, Mark 

 [Travis County Medical Society collection 

of PPE] (photo), Jun pp 24–25 

Gonzaba Medical Group 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Gonzalez, Kassi 

 how medical-legal partnerships help 

patients, Sep p 23 

Gonzalez, Victor 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

Goodman, Louis J. 

 In Memoriam, 1948-2020 (photos), Sep p 

48 

Griswold, John 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices (photo), May pp 34–35 

Gros, Albert 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (photo) 

(Law), Jun pp 38–40 
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Gun Violence 

 mass shootings in Texas since 1984, Mar 

p 38 

 [protective strategies], Mar p 37 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

Gupta, Ajay 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs (photo), May pp 

40–42 

Gurmans, Andrew W. 

 a new leader for a new time; Sue Bailey 

takes the helm at AMA amid 

COVID-19 crisis (Profile), Jul pp 

12–13 

H 

Hahn, Stephen M. 

 named FDA commissioner 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Hair Removal 

 a medical solution to a hairy problem 

(Looking Back), Oct p 12 

Haley, Robert 

 fighting epidemics: Robert Haley, MD, 

wins inaugural Nickey Award for 

public health (Profile), Mar pp 26–

27 

 focus on the evidence (Letter), Sep p 4 

 health & climate connected (Letter), Sep 

pp 4–5 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change 

(photo), May pp 20–23 

 why will it take so long for a COVID-19 

vaccine? Talk to patients about, Jun 

p 19 

Hall, Manda 

 appointment to DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution 

(Newsmakers), Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Hamilton, Carlos 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

Hand Disinfection 

 Fite on importance of (Pulse), Sep p 8 

Harper, Brock 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine (photo), Jul pp 16–19 

Harris, Patrice 

 AMA House says "no" to vaping 

(Rounds), Jan p 16 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health 

(photo), Jun pp 14–15 

Hawbaker, John 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct pp 27–28 

Hawthorne, Kristin 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Head Protective Devices 

 protecting – and studying – the head 

during World War II (Looking 

Back), Dec p 4 

Health and Human Services Commission 

(HHSC) 

 comptroller: Texas faces projected deficit 

for 2021 [due to COVID 19] 

(Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

Health Care Costs 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services, May pp 37–39 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 
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Health Communication 

 can you hear me now? Communicating 

across the COVID-19 PPE chasm 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 

Health Education 

 curriculum standards for Texas public 

schools revised (Rounds), Nov p 8 

Health Information Exchange (HIE) 

 Medicaid grant could pay for your HIE 

connection (Rounds), Apr pp 14–15 

Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

 temporary relaxation of telemedicine 

regulations during COVID-19, Jul p 

16 

 TMA challenges Ascension–Google 

partnership (Rounds), Jan p 12 

 upgraded free tool helps with HIPAA 

compliance (Rounds), Dec p 12 

Health Resources and Services Administration 

(HRSA) 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

Health Services Accessibility 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 19–20 

Health Workforce 

 the doctors are in!... Texas, that is 

(Infographic), Feb pp 28–30 

 gauging GME's growth, Jun p 44 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce, 

Jun pp 42–45 

 the state of Texas' physician workforce, 

Feb p 30 

Healthcare Disparities 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients 

(photo), Sep pp 22–23 

 COVID-19 and health disparities, Sep p 

21 

 House of Delegates actions as September 

virtual meeting (Rounds), Nov p 4 

 Social Determinants of Health Resource 

Center, Sep p 27 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care, Sep 

pp 24–29 

Healthgrades.com (website) 

 reviews you can use (Pulse), Apr p 6 

Healthy Texas Women program 

 federal funds for Healthy Texas Women 

restored (Rounds), Mar p 10 

Healy, C. Mary 

 urge Texans to get this year's flu vaccine, 

Oct p 45 

 vaccination and children's health during 

COVID-19, Jul p 25 

 why will it take so long for a COVID-19 

vaccine? Talk to patients about, Jun 

p 19 

Hearing Loss 

 hearing health care belongs to primary 

care (Commentary), Aug pp 4–5 

Heat Stress Disorders 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May p 21 

Hegar, Glenn 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun pp 30–32 

 comptroller: Texas faces projected deficit 

for 2021 [due to COVID-19] 

(Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10 

Hellerstedt, John 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 
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test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

 formation of DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution, 

Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role (photo), Dec pp 26–31 

 urge Texans to get this year's flu vaccine, 

Oct p 45 

Hemorrhage 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

Hemorrhagic Fever, Ebola 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

Hendryx, Joel 

 El Paso emergency community honored 

for shooting response (Rounds), Apr 

p 13 

Hepatitis C 

 hepatitis C and liver disease, Feb p 40 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill, Feb 

pp 38–42 

Herd Immunity. See Immunity, Herd 

Herrera, Clara 

 recipient, 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Award for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 19 

Hidalgo, Matthew 

 [AMA Medical Student Section 

membership chair] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Hinojosa, Gina 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

History of Medicine 

 artifacts 

  ceramic bedpan (Looking Back), Jan 

p 10 

  A Doctor's Marital Guide for Patients 

(1959) (Looking Back), Jun p 8 

  drawing of 1952 TMA building 

(Looking Back), Mar p 6 

  electric diathermy machine, from the 

BUI Clinic in Marlin, 1948 

(Looking Back), Oct p 12 

  Hey's skull saw (Looking Back), May 

p 10 

  lithography of Louis Pasteur by the 

artist Leslie Matthew Ward, 

1887 (Looking Back), Apr p 10 

  medical mysteries: solved (Imaging), 

Jul p 48; Aug p 48 

  ophthalmometer (Looking Back), Sep 

p 10 

  original Operation game board, 1964 

(Looking Back), Jul p 10 

  RelaxaAcizor (Looking Back), Feb p 

9 

  wicker wheelchair (Looking Back), 

Aug p 10 

  World WAR II medic helmet 

(Looking Back), Dec p 4 

 butting heads over football (Looking 

Back), May p 10 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

 heavy words for the overweight (Looking 

Back), Feb p 9 

 help TMA solve these medical mysteries 

(Imaging), Apr p 48 

 home is where the TMA Library is 

(Looking Back), Mar p 6 

 industrial innovation, increased injuries 

(Looking Back), Aug p 10 

 a medical solution to a hairy problem 

(Looking Back), Oct p 12 

 a not so merry view of physician 

marriages (Looking Back), Jun p 8 
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 the Nuremberg psychiatrist (Looking 

Back), Dec p 4 

 protecting – and studying – the head 

during World War II (Looking 

Back), Dec p 4 

 putting rabies out to Pasteur, April 1889 

(Looking Back), Apr p 10 

 a visionary tool for treating the eye 

(Looking Back), Sep p 10 

 when being a doctor wasn't "in" (Looking 

Back), Jul p 10 

HIV Infections 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

Holbrook, Jamie 

 recipient, 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Award for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 19 

Holland, Bradford W. 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

 [vice speaker of TMA House of 

Delegates], Jun p 48 

Hollier, Lisa 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Hopkins, Clara 

 recipient, 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Award for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 19 

Hotez, Peter 

 in defense of public health: preventable 

diseases are back on the map, and 

Peter Hotez...says physicians need 

to think globally to help stop the 

trend (TexMed 2020), Apr pp 24–25 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

 the temperature's rising: preparing for the 

health effects of climate change, 

May pp 20–23 

 [use of social media for political 

advocacy], Feb p 32 

Howell, Alan 

 why do some vaccinated people still get 

sick? talk to patients about, Feb p 44 

Huang, Philip 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

Hydroxychloroquine 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

Hygiene 

 cleanliness vs. vaccines: talk to patients 

about, Apr p 47 

I 

Igbokidi, Antonio 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

ImmTrac2 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 26–31 

 what is ImmTrac2? Why do I need it? 

Talk to patients about, Aug p 47 

Immunity, Herd 

 talk to patients about, Jan p 46 

 vaccine immunity vs. natural immunity: 

talk to patients about, Mar p 47 

Inbox 

 count Medicaid recipients among the 

uninsured [response to "Texas' rise 

in uninsured kids among fastest in 

nation, report says" (Texas Medicine 

Today), Jan p 4 

 focus on the evidence, Sep p 4 

 health & climate connected, Sep pp 4–5 

 Oregon on the right trail [response to "Big 

noises, big issues: health care takes 

center stage one year out from 2020 

election"], Jan p 4 
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Infection Control 

 how often do you wash your white coat? 

(Pulse), Mar p 4 

 a touchy subject: how easy it is to spread 

harm (Editor's Note), Jan pp 2 

Infectious Diseases. See Communicable 

Diseases 

Influenza A Virus, H1N1 Subtype 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

Influenza Testing 

 AMA creates CPT codes for combination 

COVID-19 /flu tests (Rounds), Dec 

pp 10–12 

Influenza Vaccines 

 urge Texans to get this year's flu vaccine, 

Oct p 45 

Information Systems 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

Insurance 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

Insurance, Health 

 Oregon on the right trail [response to "Big 

noises, big issues: health care takes 

center stage one year out from 2020 

election"] (Letter), Jan p 4 

 TMA weighs in on COVID-19 surprise 

billing, and more (Rounds), Nov pp 

12, 14 

Insurance, Health, Reimbursement 

 an injury to justice: TMA fights court 

decision tilting workers' comp 

payment disputes in insurers' favor 

(Law), Jan pp 32–36 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 keeping up with payer policies, Oct p 28 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct pp 26–31 

Internet 

 be vigilant about email scams (Pulse), Jun 

p 4 

Internship and Residency 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce, 

Jun pp 42–45 

 headed for a shortfall?, Jun pp 42–45 

 Match Day 2020: Texas residency 

programs did well, but clouds loom, 

Jul p 30–31 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

Investments 

 apartments offer a more reliable solution 

(Advertorial), Aug pp 16–17 

 five real estate investment terms every 

physician should know 

(Advertorial), Apr p 15 

 investment opportunities for medical 

professionals in a down market 

(Advertorial), Sep pp 38–39 

Israel, Celia 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

J 

Jackson, Brian 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 
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Jackson, Robert E. 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 20, 24 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

Jarvis, Jeffrey 

 a teachable moment: physician podcast 

airs the science behind emergency 

medicine (Q&A) (photo), Jan p 6 

Jeevarajan, Jerome 

 [alternate delegate, AMA Resident and 

Fellow Section] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

Jetter, Gina 

 [on PPE delivered via TMA PPE portal] 

(Pulse), Sep p 6 

Johnson, Bryan 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix (photo), Jun pp 

30–32 

Johnson, Julie 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections (Legislative 

Affairs), Oct p 41 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32 

Jones, Daemar 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Jones, Edith Irby 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston (photo), Apr pp 32–35 

Joplin, Bryan and Janice 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (Law), Jun 

pp 38–40 

Jumper, Cynthia A. 

 reelection to AMA Council on Medical 

Service (Rounds), Aug p 15 

 [seeks reelection to AMA Council on 

Medical Education] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Jurisprudence 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

 Cook Children's Medical Center v. T.L., 

Texas Supreme Court, Nov pp 43–

47 

 dulling the pain of future damages: Texas 

Supreme Court decision carries new 

implications for periodic payment of 

future medical expenses (Law), Sep 

pp 44–45 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov pp 43–

47 

 an injury to justice: TMA fights court 

decision tilting workers' comp 

payment disputes in insurers' favor 

(Law), Jan pp 32–36 

 Joplin v. Leggett, Harris County 157th 

District Court, Jun pp 38–40 

 Kelly v. Houston Methodist Hospital, 

Texas Supreme Court, Feb pp 22–23 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 
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 Patients Medical Center v. Facility 

Insurance Co., Jan pp 32–36 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 preserving "do no harm": Supreme Court 

shuts down challenge to TMA-

backed medical ethics committee 

law (Law), Feb pp 22–23 

 Regent Care of San Antonio v. Detrick, 

Texas Supreme Court, Mar pp 33–

34; Sep pp 44–45 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

 the state of medical liability lawsuits 

(Pulse), Feb p 6 

 taking their lumps? TMA works to reverse 

court decision on lump-sum 

payments for future medical 

expenses (Law), Mar pp 33–34 

 TMB sets rules on acute-pain scrip limit, 

opioid CME (Law), Oct p 37 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages, Jun pp 38–

40 

 University Cancer Center (UCC) vs. 

Pinkerton, 1st Court of Appeals, 

Apr pp 27–29 

 Vilar and Gonzaba Medical Group v. 

Puente, 4th Court of Appeals, May 

pp 25–27 

K 

Kahn, Jeffrey 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

Kang, Ming 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

 

Kaplan, Seth 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine (photo), Jul pp 15–19 

Kelley, Douglas M. 

 the Nuremberg psychiatrist (Looking 

Back), Dec p 4 

Kemmy, Thomas 

 dulling the pain of future damages: Texas 

Supreme Court decision carries new 

implications for periodic payment of 

future medical expenses (Law), Sep 

pp 44–45 

Kennedy, Lori 

 recipient, TMAF 2020 John P. McGovern 

Champion of Health Award (photo), 

Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

Kerschenbaum, Joel 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

p 23 

Kharbat, Abdurrahman 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty 

(photo), Jun pp 16–18 

Kim, Austin 

 [on coping with chronic stress], Jul p 8 

Kim, Jessica 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty 

(photo), Jun pp 16–18 

Kim, Thomas J. 

 appointment to Broadband Development 

Council (Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 

sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response (photo), Jul pp 23–24 
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 treating COVID-19 patients with mental 

illness, Oct pp 25 

Kirk, Alexander (AJ) 

 appointment to Prescription Monitoring 

Program Advisory Committee 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

Kirley, Kate 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov p 33 

Kleinman, Andrew, Mar p 19 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Kloeris, Chris 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 

Knapp, Elizabeth 

 why is "slowing" the vaccine schedule a 

bad idea? Talk to patients about, Jul 

p 47 

Knox, R.W. 

 industrial innovation, increased injuries 

(Looking Back), Aug p 10 

Krause, Trudy 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs (photo), May pp 

40–42 

Kridel, Chris 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

Kridel, Russell W.H. 

 chair, AMA Board of Trustees (Rounds), 

Aug p 15 

 [incoming chair, AMA Board of Trustees] 

(Rounds), Jan p 18 

Krohn, Karl 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

Krucke, Gus 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health 

(photo), Jun pp 12–15 

Krusing, Clare 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Kudisch, Alex 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

Kvedar, Joseph 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

L 

Lakey, David 

 appointment to DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution 

(Newsmakers), Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 26–31 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill 

(photo), Feb pp 40–42 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it, Dec pp 

34–37 

Langer, Don 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care 

(photo), Sep p 29 
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Laos, Carla 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

LARCs. See Long-Acting Reversible 

Contraception 

Le, Yen-Chi 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

Leggett, Phillip 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (Law), Jun 

pp 38–40 

Legislation, Medical 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 medicine to Congress: expand maternal 

Medicaid coverage (Rounds), Feb p 

14 

 preserving "do no harm": Supreme Court 

shuts down challenge to TMA-

backed medical ethics committee 

law (Law), Feb pp 22–23 

 [Texas Advance Directives Act (TADA): 

end-of-life challenge takes a new 

turn], Nov pp 43–47 

 TMA opposes attempts to expand 

audiologists' scope (Rounds), Apr 

pp 13–14 

 TMA opposes federal "compromise" on 

surprise billing (Rounds), Feb pp 

10–12 

Legislative Affairs 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections, Oct pp 40–

43 

Legislature, Texas 

 a case for more coverage: studies suggest 

Medicaid expansion would fiscally 

benefit Texas (Legislative Affairs), 

Nov pp 25–29 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

Lerner, Charles 

 urge Texans to get this year's flu vaccine, 

Oct p 45 

Leuck, JoAnna 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce 

(photo), Jun pp 42–45 

Levin, Jeffrey 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis (photo), Jan 

pp 38–40 

Lewis, Jerry H. 

 a not so merry view of physician 

marriages (Looking Back), Jun p 8 

LGBTQ Health Section, TMA 

 TMA bylaws amendment describing 

purpose and procedures of 

(Rounds), Nov p 4 

Liability, Legal 

 docs must supervise delegation to 

CRNAS, TMA tells AG (Rounds), 

Nov pp 10, 12 

 dulling the pain of future damages: Texas 

Supreme Court decision carries new 

implications for periodic payment of 

future medical expenses (Law), Sep 

pp 44–45 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug pp 38–40 

 the state of medical liability lawsuits 

(Pulse), Feb p 6 

 state volunteer protections, Aug p 39 

 taking their lumps? TMA works to reverse 

court decision on lump-sum 

payments for future medical 

expenses (Law), Mar pp 33–34 
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 volunteer liability protections: a rundown, 

Aug p 39 

Libraries, Medical 

 home is where the TMA Library is 

(Looking Back), Mar p 6 

Licensure, Medical 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

Lim, Lisa 

 rookie award, 2020 Ernest and Sarah 

Butler Award for Excellence in 

Science Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 

19 

Lobbying 

 comptroller: Texas faces projected deficit 

for 2021 [due to COVID 19] 

(Rounds), Sep pp 14–15 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 social media as tool for influencing policy 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb p 32 

 TMA Advocacy Retreat, Austin, Dec. 6-7, 

2019 (Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

Lockhart, Asa 

 [candidate for AMA board of trustees] 

(Rounds), Jan p 17 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 (photo) 

 member, AMA Council on Medical 

Service (Rounds), Aug p 15 

 supporting fair APM payments: AMA 

backs accounting for social 

determinants of health, Jan p 26 

Lone Star Survival 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control (photo), Jul p 45 

Long-Acting Reversible Contraception 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

 COVID-19 impact on usage, Jul p 28 

Long-Term Care 

 CMS to recoup chronic care management 

payments (Rounds), Feb p 15 

Lubbock County Medical Society 

 [collection of PPE], Jun p 24 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

Lucio, Eddie, Jr. 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

Lung Injury, E-Cigarette or Vaping-

Associated (EVALi). See also Vaping 

 clearing the haze: Texas physicians 

demystify vaping and push for 

tighter regulation of e-cigarettes, 

Feb pp 17–21 

 EVALi by the numbers, Feb p 19 

 how e-cigarettes cause EVALi, Feb p 20 

Lung Neoplasms 

 I'm a better physician "thanks" to cancer 

(Commentary), May pp 4–6 

M 

Mackert, Michael 

 talking to patients about the PMP (photo), 

Mar p 9 (Rounds) 

MACRA (Medicare Access and CHIP 

Reauthorization Act of 2015) 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

Maddipudi, Swetha 

 [AMA Medical Student Section chair-

elect] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students (photo), Aug pp 

34–36 

Management Service Organizations 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 
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2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun pp 30–32 

 comptroller postpones medical billing 

services tax (Rounds), Feb pp 12–14 

 medical billing services tax postponed 

(Rounds), May p 12 

Manning, John 

 stethoscopes and telescopes: Temple 

physician focuses his skills on 

astrophotography (Q&A), Feb pp 

46–48 

Mansfield, Blythe 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients 

(photo), Sep pp 19–23 

Marcus, Howard 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (photo) 

(Law), Jun pp 38–40 

Margo, Javier, Jr. 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future (photo), Dec pp 15–

20 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

Marriage 

 a not so merry view of physician 

marriages (Looking Back), Jun p 8 

Marshall, Thurgood 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

Martindale, Tim 

 "terrible and scary" mental symptoms 

(COVID-19), Oct p 20 

 "This makes me feel more alive": catching 

COVID-19 helped family physician 

find new ways to help his patients 

(photo), Sep pp 30–33 

Masks 

 COVID-19: masks, telemedicine present 

challenges (Pulse), Jul p 8 

Mass Casualty Incidents 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

Maternal Health Services 

 medicine to Congress: expand maternal 

Medicaid coverage (Rounds), Feb p 

14 

Maternal Mortality 

 COVID-19 impact on, Jul p 28 

Mattox, Kenneth 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

Mazow, Mark 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

McCauley, M.D. 

 butting heads over football (Looking 

Back), May p 10 

McCord, Gary 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

pp 38–40 

McGaha, Paul 

 appointment to DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution 

(Newsmakers), Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

McGee, Lindy 

 clearing the haze: Texas physicians 

demystify vaping and push for 

tighter regulation of e-cigarettes, 

Feb pp 19–20 

McKinnon, Mark 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32; Feb p 33 
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McWilliams, Andrea 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Meatpacking Plants 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

Medicaid 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

 a case for more coverage: studies suggest 

Medicaid expansion would fiscally 

benefit Texas (Legislative Affairs), 

Nov pp 25–29 

 count Medicaid recipients among the 

uninsured [response to "Texas' rise 

in uninsured kids among fastest in 

nation, report says" (Texas Medicine 

Today)] (Letter), Jan p 4 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 leadership by fire: Stephanie Stephens 

steps into Medicaid director role 

(photo) (Profile), Aug pp 12–13 

 Medicaid expansion: county-level impact, 

Nov pp 26 

 Medicaid grant could pay for your HIE 

connection (Rounds), Apr pp 14–15 

 Medicaid payments: TMA's fight 

continues, Jun p 35 

 medicine to congress: expand maternal 

Medicaid coverage (Rounds), Feb p 

14 

 prior auth in the Medicaid Vendor Drug 

Program, Oct p 29 

 rate of uninsured kids in Texas on the rise 

(Rounds), Jan pp 12–14 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill, Feb 

pp 38–42 

Medical Billing Services. See Management 

Service Organizations 

Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 

Medical Informatics Applications 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

Medical Practice Act, Texas 

 docs must supervise delegation to 

CRNAS, TMA tells AG (Rounds), 

Nov pp 10, 12 

Medical Records 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

 TMA challenges Ascension–Google 

partnership (Rounds), Jan p 12 

Medical-Legal Partnerships 

 how medical-legal partnerships help 

patients, Sep p 23 

Medically Uninsured 

 a case for more coverage: studies suggest 

Medicaid expansion would fiscally 

benefit Texas (Legislative Affairs), 

Nov pp 25–29 

 count Medicaid recipients among the 

uninsured [response to "Texas' rise 

in uninsured kids among fastest in 

nation, report says" (Texas Medicine 

Today)] (Letter), Jan p 4 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 

sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response, Jul p 22 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care, 

Dec pp 38–41 

 rate of uninsured kids in Texas on the rise 

(Rounds), Jan pp 12–14 
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 Texas leads nation in rise in uninsured 

children (Pulse), Dec p 6 

Medicare 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

 CMS' 2021 fee schedule proposal could 

lower physician pay (Rounds), Oct p 

14 

 COVID-19 and Medicare: by the 

numbers, Sep p 25 

 deadlines for doctors: two Medicare 

provisions go into effect Jan. 1 

(Pulse), Jan p 8 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

 E&M coding changes among major CPT 

revisions for 2021 (Rounds), Nov pp 

14–15 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 Medicare shared savings program and 

Texas ACOs: by the numbers, Dec p 

43 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care, Sep 

pp 24–29 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

 TMA opposes attempts to expand 

audiologists' scope (Rounds), Apr 

pp 13–14 

Medicare Accelerated and Advance Payment 

Program 

 Medicare extends repayment of advance 

loans (Rounds), Dec p 10 

Medicare Payment Advisory Committee 

(MedPAC) 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 23–24 

Medows, Rhonda 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

Mefloquine 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

Mental Disorders 

 keeping Texas physicians healthy 

mentally [COVID-19], Oct p 25 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

 substance use and suicide (COVID-19), 

Oct pp 20–21 

 "terrible and scary" mental symptoms 

(COVID-19), Oct p 20 

 treating patients with mental illness [in 

COVID-19], Oct pp 24–25 

Mental Health 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health, 

Jun pp 12–15 

Merit-Based Incentive Payment System 

(MIPS) 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 
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alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

 MIPS plan rejected [AMA interim 

meeting] (Rounds), Jan p 16 

 quality reporting during COVID-19, Oct p 

31 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care, Dec pp 44–46 

 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

 submit 2019 QPP data by March 31 to 

avoid a 7% MIPS payment cut 

(Rounds), Mar pp 12–13 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 18–25 

Methadone 

 [for opioid use disorder], Oct p 35 

Metzner, Michael 

 [AMA Resident and Fellow Section 

delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

 doctor on the set: surgical resident thrives 

as Hollywood medical adviser 

(Profile), Feb pp 4–5 

Meyer, Morgan 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections (Legislative 

Affairs), Oct pp 41, 43 

Miff, Steve 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care 

(photo), Sep pp 24–29 

 

 

Miller, Harold 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

Miller, Sarah 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

pp 36–40 

Milton, Scott 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

Mithani, Farhan Aziz 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 

Monge, Maria 

 clearing the haze: Texas physicians 

demystify vaping and push for 

tighter regulation of e-cigarettes, 

Feb pp 17–21 

Morale 

 how will you promote staff morale during 

the holidays?, Dec p 48 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health, 

Jun pp 12–15 

Morrison, Geanie 

 more women needed in state leadership 

[TMA Advocacy Retreat] 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

Mostajabian, Salina 

 how medical-legal partnerships help 

patients, Sep p 23 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients 

(photo), Sep pp 19–23 
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Motivational Interviewing 

 for obesity, Jul pp 40, 41 

Mounkhoune, Yvonne 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

Musa, Hussein 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout (photo), Oct pp 32–35 

N 

Naik, Manish 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 23–24 

Naloxone 

 [for opioid use disorder], Oct p 35 

 protect your patients with the Texas PMP 

& naloxone (Advertorial), Nov p 22 

Naltrexone 

 [for opioid use disorder], Oct p 35 

National Quality Forum 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

Neal, Richard 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Negotiating 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

Nelson, Beth 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students, Aug pp 34–36 

Nettune, Bob 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

p 24 

Nettune, Greg 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable (photo), Aug 

pp 24–25 

Nichols, Jacob 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

Nichols, Len 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

Nigam, Rupesh 

 a social shift: COVID-19 disparities 

prompt Medicare to call for stronger 

emphasis on value-based care 

(photo), Sep pp 24–29 

Nonverbal Communication 

 can you hear me now? Communicating 

across the COVID-19 PPE chasm 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 

Nurse Anesthetists 

 docs must supervise delegation to 

CRNAS, TMA tells AG (Rounds), 

Nov pp 10, 12 

Nwosu, Chinwe 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

O 

Obesity 

 adverse childhood experiences and, Jul p 

40 

 causes of, Jul pp 39–40 

 heavy words for the overweight (Looking 

Back), Feb p 9 

 motivational interviewing for, Jul pp 40, 

41 

 weighing the cost of obesity; one size 

does not fit all [in treatment], Jul pp 

38–41 

Occupational Diseases 
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 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

 reported job-related illnesses in Texas, 

2016, Jan p 39 

 reporting workplace illnesses in Texas, 

Jan p 40 

Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA) 
 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

Ogburn, Tony 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

Ojeaga, Patrick 

 student regent for UT System Board of 

Regents (Newsmakers), Sep p 14 

Olalde, Angie 

 dulling the pain of future damages: Texas 

Supreme Court decision carries new 

implications for periodic payment of 

future medical expenses (Law), Sep 

pp 44–45 

Oliverson, Tom 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Olvera, Ariana 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Onyiego, Sherri 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Operation Warp Speed 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Ophthalmoscopes 

 ophthalmometer (Looking Back), Sep p 

10 (photo) 

Opioid Epidemic 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout, Oct pp 32–35 

Opioid-Related Disorders. See also 

Analgesics, Opioid 

 COVID-19 & the opioid crisis: prevent 

overdose with the Prescription 

Monitoring Program (Advertorial), 

Oct p 13 

 learn to use the PMP to prevent opioid 

misuse & overdose; a free CME 

opportunity (Advertorial), May pp 

4–6 

 medications for treating, Oct p 35 

 opioid-related overdose deaths in Texas, 

Oct p 33 

Optometrists 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Ortique, Carla 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Outpatients 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

 E&M coding changes among major CPT 

revisions for 2021 (Rounds), Nov pp 

14–15 
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Owen, May 

 help colleagues who need financial help 

(Rounds), Jan p 14 

P 

Pain Management 

 TMB sets rules on acute-pain scrip limit, 

opioid CME (Law), Oct p 37 

Pallone, Frank 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

Pandemics 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

Pargas, Heidi Anahi 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Pasteur, Louis 

 putting rabies out to Pasteur, April 1889 

(Looking Back), Apr p 10 

Patel, Ketki 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

Patel, Nilesh 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Patel, Saurin N. 

 appointed to Broadband Development 

Council (Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Patient Advocacy 

 [on breast cancer awareness] (Pulse), Jan 

p 8 

Patrick, Dan 

 [on regulation of e-cigarettes], Feb p 21 

Patt, Brad S. 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Patt, Debra 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos (photo), Oct pp 26–

31 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

Patt, Hanoch 

 a case for more coverage: studies suggest 

Medicaid expansion would fiscally 

benefit Texas (Legislative Affairs), 

Nov pp 25–29 (photo) 

Patterson, Jerod 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32 

Paxton, Ken 

 docs must supervise delegation to 

CRNAS, TMA tells AG (Rounds), 

Nov pp 10, 12 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 

 schools may exclude students with vax 

opt-outs in an epidemic, TMA says 

(Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Peck, Robert 

 tort reform on trial: Houston case poses 

challenge to key tort reform limit on 

noneconomic damages (Law), Jun 

pp 38–40 
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Perkins, George 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 22, 25 

Personal Protective Equipment 

 county medical societies take a bite out of 

PPE shortfall, Jun pp 23–25 

 paying the price for PPE, Jun pp 22–26 

 TMA secures nearly $30 million in PPE 

for Texas physicians (Pulse), Oct p 

10 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

 when COVID-19 visited this physician's 

Houston practice: lessons learned 

(photo), May pp 30–31 

Pfizer Co. 

 our best shot: vaccines can help stop 

COVID-19; Texas physicians are 

helping find the right ones quickly 

and safely, Nov pp 17–21 

Phan, Theresa 

 [alternate delegate, AMA Resident and 

Fellow Section] (Rounds), Jan p 17 

Philip, Tina 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health 

(photo), Jun p 13 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 threw 

Texas physicians headlong into 

Telemedicine (photo), Jul pp 15–19 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

Philips, Billy 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May p 34 

Phillips, Clint 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May p 34 

Physican-Patient Relations 

 back to the heart: cancer survivor Lee 

Tomlinson will stress compassionate 

care at TexMed 2020, Apr p 23 

 do patients lie to their doctors? (Pulse), 

Sep p 6 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

Physician Assistants 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

Physician-Focused Payment Model Technical 

Advisory Committee (PTAC) 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

Physician-Patient Relations 

 can you hear me now? Communicating 

across the COVID-19 PPE chasm 

(Commentary), Oct pp 4–5 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 

 reviews you can use [Healthgrades.com] 

(Pulse), Apr p 6 

Physicians 

 the doctors are in!... Texas, that is 

(Infographic), Feb pp 28–30 

 a not so merry view of physician 

marriages (Looking Back), Jun p 8 

 practicing medicine: the rewards outweigh 

the frustrations (Editor's Note), Feb 

p 2 

 the state of physician diversity, Sep p 22 

 when being a doctor wasn't "in" (Looking 

Back), Jul p 10 

Physicians, Primary Care 

 hearing health care belongs to primary 

care (Commentary), Aug pp 4–5 

Physicians, Women 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 
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South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

Physicians Benevolent Fund, TMA 

 help colleagues who need financial help 

(Rounds), Jan p 14 

Physicians Foundation 

 Telehealth Initiative, May p 32 

Pickett, Jason 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

Pike, Susan M. 

 [presentation of TMAF 2020 awards to 

recipients] (photo), Mar p 8 

(Rounds) 

Pinkerton Law Firm 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

Plasma 

 encourage patients to donate COVID-19 

convalescent plasma (Rounds), Oct 

pp 14–15 

PMP Aware. See Prescription Monitoring 

Program (PMP) 

Podcasts. See Webcasts 

Pont, Stephen 

 appointment to DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution 

(Newsmakers), Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

 weighing the cost of obesity; one size 

does not fit all [in treatment] 

(photo), Jul pp 38–41 

Pope, Tucker 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

Potter County 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

 

Practice Management, Medical 

 are you ready for the next disaster? (Back 

Page), May p 48 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

 E&M coding about to change; physicians 

should benefit from less 

documentation under revised 

Medicare rules, Aug pp 43–44 

 how has COVID-19 affected your 

practice?, Aug pp 28–29 

 how medical-legal partnerships help 

patients, Sep p 23 

 how physicians find the right financial 

team (Advertorial), Mar pp 14–15 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May pp 33–35 

 practicing medicine: the rewards outweigh 

the frustrations (Editor's Note), Feb 

p 2 

 show patients you're making your practice 

safe (Pulse), Jun p 4 

 six billing and collections resolutions 

(Pulse), Jan p 8 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

 telemedicine during the COVID-19 crisis 

and beyond (Commentary), Jul pp 

4–5 

 TMA wants our thoughts on practicing 

medicine (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 TMA wants to hear your thoughts on 

practicing in Texas (Pulse), Apr p 8 
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 wage rule extends overtime to more 

employees (Rounds), Apr p 15 

 when COVID-19 visited this physician's 

Houston practice: lessons learned, 

May pp 30–31 

Pregnancy in Adolescence 

 by the numbers [in Texas], Jan p 43 

Prenatal Care 

 implicit bias in prenatal drug testing 

(Commentary), Jul p 6 

Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP) 

 Advisory Committee appointments 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

 COVID-19 & the opioid crisis: prevent 

overdose with the Prescription 

Monitoring Program (Advertorial), 

Oct p 13 

 enhance your patient care with PMP CME 

(Advertorial), Sep p 17 

 enhance your patient care with PMP 

training (Advertorial), Jul p 29 

 learn to use the PMP to prevent opioid 

misuse & overdose; a free CME 

opportunity, May p 7 

 learning the PMP, Mar p 30 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 

 PMP checks not necessary for in-facility 

medications, TMB says (Rounds), 

Apr p 12 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 protect your patients with the Texas PMP 

& naloxone (Advertorial), Nov p 22 

 same old hurdles: PMP requirement 

doesn't lower pharmacy-mandated 

obstacles to filling opioid scrips, 

Sep pp 40–43 

 talking to patients about the PMP 

(Rounds), Mar p 9 

 the Texas PMP mandate is here; what 

does that mean for you? 

(Advertorial), Apr p 39 

 TMB sets rules on acute-pain scrip limit, 

opioid CME (Law), Oct p 37 

 use patient-centered techniques when 

discussing PMP data (Advertorial), 

Aug p 37 

Primary Health Care 

 expanding access, Dec pp 18–20 

 hearing health care belongs to primary 

care (Commentary), Aug pp 4–5 

 primary care and the pandemic, Dec p 20 

 primary care supply 2022: by the 

numbers, Dec p 19 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

 recommendations for reform (TPCC), Dec 

pp 16–17 

 specialists remain integral, Dec p 20 

Prior Authorization 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

 by the numbers, Feb p 35 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct pp 26–31 

 prior auth in the Medicaid Vendor Drug 

Program, Oct p 29 

Privacy 

 patient privacy's new frontier: AMA 

principles aim to keep apps, other 

third parties honest with personal 

health data (Law), Dec pp 22–23 

Professional Role 

 [Fleeger on], Apr p 22 

Public Health 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 
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test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

 cleanliness vs. vaccines: talk to patients 

about, Apr p 47 

 in defense of public health: preventable 

diseases are back on the map, and 

Peter Hotez...says physicians need 

to think globally to help stop the 

trend (TexMed 2020), Apr pp 24–25 

 fighting epidemics: Robert Haley, MD, 

wins inaugural Nickey Award for 

public health (Profile), Mar pp 26–

27 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

 operation distribution: questions remain 

about how to distribute COVID-19 

vaccines, but physicians play a key 

role, Dec pp 26–31 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout, Oct pp 32–35 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

 preparing for the next pandemic, Jun pp 

27–28 

 reaching for the cure: Texas Medicaid 

doesn't cover hepatitis C drugs until 

patients are already seriously ill, Feb 

pp 38–42 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

 under the gun: Texas hospitals and clinics 

may need to change how they 

prepare for active shooter situations, 

Mar pp 36–39 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it, Dec pp 

34–37 

 weighing the cost of obesity; one size 

does not fit all [in treatment], Jul pp 

38–41 

Puente, Jo Ann 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Q 

Quality of Health Care 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models, Apr pp 

36–38 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 40–42 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care, Dec pp 42–46 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

 supporting fair APM payments: AMA 

backs accounting for social 

determinants of health, Jan p 26 

Quality Payment Program (QPP) 

 going nowhere: resignations from 

advisory committee cast doubt on 

future of physician-created 

alternative payment models 

(Quality), Apr pp 36–38 

 MIPS plan rejected [AMA interim 

meeting] (Rounds), Jan p 16 

 quality reporting during COVID-19, Oct p 

31 
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 running out of reasons: low, stagnant 

payments, hassles leave physicians 

wondering, why stay in Medicare?, 

Jun pp 34–36 

 submit 2019 QPP data by March 31 to 

avoid a 7% MIPS payment cut 

(Rounds), Mar pp 12–13 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

 an unfair game: after three years, the 

Quality Payment Program rules are 

still stacked against physicians, Jan 

pp 18–25 

Quarantine 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate 

(photo), Aug pp 32–33 

R 

Rabies Vaccines 

 prevention from above: sometimes, the 

perfect solution falls right out of the 

sky (Back Talk), Mar p 48 

Racism 

 racism: a very important health problems 

(President's Statement), Jul p 9 

Radiology 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

pp 34–36 

Railroads 

 industrial innovation, increased injuries 

(Looking Back), Aug p 10 

Ramirez, Ariana 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Ramondetta, Lois 

 weighing the cost of obesity; one size 

does not fit all [in treatment] 

(photo), Jul pp 38–41 

Ramsey, Patrick 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Texas Health 

and Human Services Commission 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

Rate Setting and Review 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services, May pp 37–39 

Reaves, Larry 

 appointment to AMA Council on Ethical 

and Judicial Affairs (Rounds), Aug 

p 15 

Reddy, Rajadhar 

 [AMA Medical Student Section Region 3 

alternate delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Redfield, Robert 

 clearing the haze: Texas physicians 

demystify vaping and push for 

tighter regulation of e-cigarettes, 

Feb pp 19 

Reed, Rachael 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul p 36 

Reeves, C.S. 

 January 1892: a silver bullet for poisoned 

stew (Looking Back), Jan p 10 

Reeves, Stephanie 

 skipping a step: many medical educators 

and students think the clinical skills 

portion of USMLE needs to be 

reformed or eliminated (photo), Nov 

p 38 

Reimbursement Mechanisms 

 CMS to recoup chronic care management 

payments (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 coverage parity for telemedicine, Jul pp 

15–16 

 an injury to justice: TMA fights court 

decision tilting workers' comp 

payment disputes in insurers' favor 

(Law), Jan pp 32–36 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 
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 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May pp 34–35 

 payment parity for telemedicine visits, Jul 

pp 15–16, 18–19 

 six billing and collections resolutions 

(Pulse), Jan p 8 

 state adopts emergency surprise billing 

rule (Rounds), Feb p 10 

 supporting fair APM payments: AMA 

backs accounting for social 

determinants of health, Jan p 26 

 TDI extends telemedicine payments to 

September (Rounds), Aug p 14 

 telemedicine during the COVID-19 crisis 

and beyond (Commentary), Jul pp 

4–5 

 telemedicine payment parity, Aug p 29 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

 UnitedHealthcare discontinuing paper 

checks (Rounds), Oct p 14 

Remmert, Veronica 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Reproductive Health 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

Reynolds, J. O. 

 a visionary tool for treating the eye 

(Looking Back), Sep p 10 

Rio Grande Valley Health Alliance (RGVHA) 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care (Quality), Dec pp 42–46 

Rios-Tovar, Alex 

 El Paso emergency community honored 

for shooting response (Rounds), Apr 

p 13 

Risk Assessment 

 supporting fair APM payments: AMA 

backs accounting for social 

determinants of health (Quality), Jan 

p 26 

Risk Management 

 covered for COVID? Business 

interruption insurance could come in 

handy for losses related to COVID-

19, Jul pp 20–21 

 TMA weighs in on COVID-19 surprise 

billing, and more (Rounds), Nov pp 

12, 14 

Rizzo, Alan Villarreal 

 TMA Minority Scholarship recipient 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

Robertson, Michael 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care, Dec p 46 

Rodriguez, Eddie 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 14 

Rodriguez, Liza A. 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 

money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Roe, Chelsea 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 32 

Rogers, Glenn 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

Rogers, Mark 

 recipient, 2020 Ernest and Sarah Butler 

Award for Excellence in Science 

Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 19 

Rogers, Robert 

 a new leader for a new time; Sue Bailey 

takes the helm at AMA amid 

COVID-19 crisis (Profile), Jul pp 

12–13 

Rose, Christopher 

 rewarding results: Texas ACOs' 

performance in Medicare bodes 

promisingly for the future of value-

based care, Dec pp 44–46 
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Rossmann, Susan 

 encourage patients to donate COVID-19 

convalescent plasma (Rounds), Oct 

pp 14–15 

Rostand, Ikram 

 [AMA Medical Student Section Region 3 

alternate delegate] (Rounds), Jan p 

17 

Ryan White Program 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

S 

Salaries and Fringe Benefits 

 wage rule extends overtime to more 

employees (Rounds), Apr p 15 

Sanchez, Eduardo 

 "an unfortunate legacy": COVID-19 

reveals long-standing health 

inequities among minority patients 

(photo), Sep pp 19–23 

 weighing the cost of obesity; one size 

does not fit all [in treatment], Jul pp 

38–41 

Schade, C.M. 

 appointment to Prescription Monitoring 

Program Advisory 

Committee(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 

(Rounds) 

 mismatch game: more than a nuisance, 

PMP errors could harm the patient-

physician relationship (Law), Oct pp 

38–39 (photo) 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout, Oct pp 32–35 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 same old hurdles: PMP requirement 

doesn't lower pharmacy-mandated 

obstacles to filling opioid scrips, 

Sep pp 40–43 

Schneider, Joseph H. 

 appointment to Texas Privacy Protection 

Advisory council (Newsmakers), 

Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

Schools 

 schools may exclude students with vax 

opt-outs in an epidemic, TMA says 

(Rounds), Oct pp 14–15 

Schools, Medical 

 desegregating medicine: Houston internist 

Edith Irby Jones, MD, broke barriers 

in all-white medical schools in the 

South and in her hometown of 

Houston, Apr pp 32–35 

 new Tyler medical school wins approval 

(Rounds), May p 14 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students., Aug pp 34–36 

Scope of Practice 

 physicians must lead care teams, medicine 

tells feds (Rounds), Mar pp 10–12 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

 TMA opposes attempts to expand 

audiologists' scope (Rounds), Apr 

pp 13–14 

Scranton, Maria 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May p 43 

 use it or lose it: Texas' new behavioral 

health program can help physicians 

it they take advantage of it (photo), 

Dec pp 34–37 
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Secrest, Leslie 

 getting around COVID-19 isolation, Oct 

pp 22 

 keeping Texas physicians healthy 

mentally [COVID-19], Oct pp 24 

 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health, 

Jun pp 12–15 

 treating patients with mental illness, Oct 

pp 24 

Security Measures 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

 upgraded free tool helps with HIPAA 

compliance (Rounds), Dec p 12 

Sedentary Behavior 

 the state of inactivity (Pulse), Apr p 8 

Sexually Transmitted Diseases 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

Shah, Jayesh B. 

 receives Texas Indo-American Physician 

Society Lifetime Achievement 

Award (Newsmakers), Apr p 15 

Shah, Umair 

 bracing for the big ones: novel diseases 

like COVID-19 could be a tough 

test for Texas' public health system, 

Apr pp 40–41 

 preparing for the next pandemic (photo), 

Jun pp 27–28 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate 

(photo), Aug pp 32–33 

Sheffield, J.D. 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

 the PMP requirement begins: with EHR 

integration in place, physicians must 

check state database prior to 

prescribing an opioid starting March 

1 (Law), Mar pp 29–30 

 TEXPAC candidates nearly swept the 

Super Tuesday field (Rounds), May 

p 12 

Shuford, Jennifer 

 appointment to DSHS panel advising on 

COVID-19 vaccine distribution 

(Newsmakers), Dec p 8 (Rounds) 

Silicosis 

 left in the dust: better patient work 

histories can help with 

underreporting of workplace 

illnesses like silicosis, Jan pp 38–40 

Silva, Zeke 

 appropriate use of time? Medicare's new 

rules for ordering advanced imaging 

tests present potential burdens., Feb 

p 36 

Silverman, Stacey 

 growing residents: Texas medical schools 

find ways to create more GME slots 

to build state physician workforce, 

Jun pp 42–45 

Singh, Sapna 

 [Fort Bend Medical Society collection of 

PPE], Jun p 24 

Single-Payer System 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 

Slawson, Shelby 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

Smartphone 

 let's be wise about smartphone use 

[excerpt] (Pulse), Mar p 4 

Smith, Steve 

 a perfect match? COVID-19 has forced 

GME programs and medical 

students to make last-minute 

adjustments in resident selection 

process, Sep pp 34–36 

Smith, Valerie Borum 

 clearing the haze: Texas physicians 

demystify vaping and push for 

tighter regulation of e-cigarettes, 

Feb pp 17–21 
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 "palpable fear": as COVID-19 ravaged 

human lives, it also took a toll on 

physician morale and mental health 

(photo), Jun pp 12–15 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 

sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response, Jul pp 22–23 

 vaccination and children's health during 

COVID-19, Jul p 25 

Smoking 

 help snuff out the myth that vaping is 

harmless (Editor's Note), Mar p 2 

Snyder, Richard W. II (Rick) 

 the power of community: TMA envisions 

locally focused ACO model as an 

engine for better safety-net care 

(photo), Dec pp 38–41 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

 [vice chair, Board of Trustees], Jun p 48 

Social Determinants of Health 

 Episcopal Health Foundation survey 

(Pulse), May p 8 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 40–42 

Social Isolation 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate 

(photo), Aug pp 32–33 

Social Media 

 as tool for influencing policy (Imaging), 

Feb p 32 

 use social media to encourage your 

patients to #StayHomeTexas and 

#KeepItUpTexas (Pulse), Jun p 6 

Sonawane, Kalyani 

 the power of data; UTHealth publishes 

claims statistics shedding light on 

Texas' health needs, May pp 41–42 

Spillman, Monique A. 

 chair, AMA Council on Ethical and 

Judicial Affairs (Rounds), Aug p 15 

 

Spohn, Arthur E. 

 putting rabies out to Pasteur, April 1889 

(Looking Back), Apr p 10 

Stapleton-Barrera, Sara 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 

runoff elections (Rounds), Sep p 13 

Stephens, Stephanie 

 leadership by fire: Stephanie Stephens 

steps into Medicaid director role 

(photo) (Profile), Aug pp 12–13 

Stewart, Clayton 

 arbitration law will be "messy" (Rounds), 

Mar pp 8–9 

 clear as mud? Federal rule will mandate 

hospitals to post prices on a menu of 

services (photo), May pp 37–39 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct p 31 

Stop the Bleed 

 positive pressure: physicians promote 

community training in emergency 

hemorrhage control, Jul pp 42–45 

Storm, Carole 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun p 32 

Strate, Susan 

 TMA advocacy retreat, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb p 33 

Stress, Psychological 

 tips to manage stress (Pulse), May p 8; 

Sep p 6 

Stucky, Lynn 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections (Legislative 

Affairs), Oct p 43 

Students, Medical 

 the class of COVID-19: Texas medical 

students struggle to fight the 

pandemic in their own way while 

adjusting to a lot of uncertainty, Jun 

pp 16–18 
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 medical school debt keeps climbing, Apr 

p 30 

 testing boundaries: COVID-19 made the 

USMLE, classroom learning, and 

clerkships a moving target for 

medical students., Aug pp 34–36 

Sturgeon, Ashley 

 [Lubbock County Medical Society 

collection of PPE], Jun p 24 

Suarez, Olivia 

 [on breast cancer awareness] (Pulse), Jan 

p 8 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 

Adminisration, U.S. (SAMHSA) 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout (photo), Oct pp 32–35 

Substance-Related Disorders 

 implicit bias in prenatal drug testing 

(Commentary), Jul p 6 

 substance use and suicide (COVID-19), 

Oct pp 20–21 

Suicide 

 substance use and suicide (COVID-19), 

Oct pp 20–21 

Surprise Billing 

 [different state approaches], Mar p 19 

 making billing more balanced: as congress 

weighs legislation, medicine pushes 

for fair play in out-of-network bill 

disputes, Mar pp 18–21 

 state adopts emergency surprise billing 

rule (Rounds), Feb p 10 

 Texas arbitration law, Mar p 20 

 TMA opposes federal "compromise" on 

surprise billing (Rounds), Feb pp 

10–12 

 TMA weighs in on COVID-19 surprise 

billing, and more (Rounds), Nov pp 

12, 14 

 the updated skinny on Texas' surprise 

billing law (White Paper), Sep pp 

15–16 (Rounds) 

 

 

Surveys and Questionnaires 

 how Americans feel about health care 

(Infographic), Jan pp 28–29 

 how often do you wash your white coat? 

(Pulse), Mar p 4 

 the state of inactivity (Pulse), Apr p 8 

Swegler, Erica 

 on pause for the pandemic: many critical 

health care issues have been 

sidelined amid the COVID-19 

response (photo), Jul pp 23–24, 26 

Syed, Sadaf 

 rookie award, 2020 Ernest and Sarah 

Butler Award for Excellence in 

Science Teaching (Rounds), Aug p 

19 

T 

Talbot, Simon 

 [on physician burnout] (Pulse), Apr p 4 

Tarrant, Natalie 

 [testing for COVID-19 symptoms] 

(photo), Jun p 23 

Taxes 

 buying more time: comptroller delays 

medical billing tax until October 

2021, giving TMA a chance to work 

out a legislative fix, Jun pp 30–32 

 comptroller postpones medical billing 

services tax (Rounds), Feb pp 12–14 

 medical billing services tax postponed 

(Rounds), May p 12 

Telemedicine 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 COVID-19 and (TMA survey), Jul p 17 

 COVID-19: masks, telemedicine present 

challenges (Pulse), Jul p 8 

 the doctor will connect with you now 

(Pulse), Sep p 8 

 has COVID-19 got you thinking about 

telemedicine?, May p 32 

 health emergency extension pushes 

waivers into 2021 (Rounds), Dec p 9 
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 let's not go back to the future (Editor's 

Note), Jul p 2 

 [maintaining eye contact] (Pulse), Jun p 6 

 making telemedicine work: recent trends 

and new TMA-backed laws are 

about to reshape physicians' 

practices, May pp 33–35 

 mixed bag: physicians believe some 

payers are taking advantage of 

COVID chaos, Oct pp 26–31 

 opioids: the forgotten epidemic? COVID-

19 inflamed the crisis; telemedicine 

helps Texas physicians cope with 

the fallout, Oct pp 32–35 

 pandemic pressures: COVID-19 poses 

serious behavioral health challenges, 

Oct pp 19–25 

 payment parity for, Jul pp 15–16, 18–19 

 pediatric care and, Jul p 25 

 pondering telemedicine? Start with these 

questions (Pulse), Aug p 8 

 pre- and post-COVID telemedicine, Jul pp 

15–16 

 reduces ER visits, costs [Thomas 

Jefferson University study], Jul p 18 

 road to recovery: COVID-19 tests, bends, 

and breaks Texas practices as they 

scramble to stay viable, Aug pp 25–

27 

 TDI extends telemedicine payments to 

September (Rounds), Aug p 14 

 the tele-future is now; COVID-19 [and 

Texas physicians], Jul pp 15–19 

 telemedicine boot camp: physicians get 

trained for the future of remote care, 

Nov pp 30–33 

 telemedicine during the COVID-19 crisis 

and beyond (Commentary), Jul pp 

4–5 

 telemedicine payment parity, Aug p 29 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov p 10; Nov 

pp 10–11 

 "This makes me feel more alive": catching 

COVID-19 helped family physician 

Tim Martindale find new ways to 

help his patients (photo), Sep pp 30–

33 

 TMA Telehealth Initiative, Jul p 16; Nov 

p 31 

 [TMA white paper on], Feb p 8 

 when COVID-19 visited this physician's 

Houston practice: lessons learned 

(photo), May pp 30–31 

Television 

 doctor on the set: surgical resident thrives 

as Hollywood medical adviser 

(Profile), Feb pp 4–5 

Terk, Jason V. 

 [on reductions in 2022-23 DSHS budget] 

(Pulse), Dec p 7 

Terminal Care 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov pp 43–

47 

 flexibility needed for end-of-life COVID-

19 visits, Oct p 23 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug p 40 

Texans for Lawsuit Reform 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

Texas Academy of Family Physicians (TAFP) 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

Texas Advance Directives Act (TADA) 

 end-of-life challenge takes a new turn: 

TMA fights decision that could strip 

physicians of their ability to exercise 

their conscience (Law), Nov pp 43–

47 

Texas Alliance for Patient Access (TAPA) 

 no double-dipping; TMA: preserve tort 

reform ban on tacking settlement 
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money onto negligence awards 

(Law), May pp 25–27 

Texas Child Health Access Through 

Telemedicine (TCHATT) 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May p 45 

Texas Child Mental Health Care Consortium 

 a boost for behavioral health: new state 

programs give physicians tools to 

improve young Texans' mental 

health, May pp 43–45 

 funding for, May p 45 

 what is the Texas Child Mental Health 

Care Consortium?, Dec p 37 

Texas Citizens Participation Act (TCPA) 

 "absurd" contract dodge rejected: appeals 

court denies "free speech" challenge 

to cancer center's debt-collection 

suit (Law), Apr pp 27–29 

Texas Counts (organization) 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

Texas Department of Insurance (TDI) 

 payment parity for telemedicine visits, Jul 

p 16 

 state adopts emergency surprise billing 

rule (Rounds), Feb p 10 

 TDI extends telemedicine payments to 

September (Rounds), Aug p 14 

Texas Department of State Health Services 

(DSHS) 

 the legacy of ARIES: an outdated 

technology burns up time and 

resources that physicians could use 

to treat HIV and AIDS patients, Mar 

pp 23–25 

 quarantine's quandary: contact tracing 

may present problems for some 

Texans unable to self-isolate, Aug 

pp 32–33 

 

Texas Division of Workers' Compensation 

(DWC) 

 an injury to justice: TMA fights court 

decision tilting workers' comp 

payment disputes in insurers' favor 

(Law), Jan pp 32–36 

Texas Educators in Advocacy and Community 

Health (TEACH) Network 

 strength in numbers: Texas physicians are 

promoting the U.S. census to 

improve funding for patient 

services, Mar pp 42–45 

Texas Emergency Medical Task Force 

 surge response: how the Panhandle 

handled one of the state's biggest 

COVID-19 outbreaks, Aug pp 30–

31 

Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) 

 health education standards revised 

(Rounds), Nov p 8 

Texas Health and Human Services 

Commission (HHSC) 

 Abbott appoints Cecile Young new HHSC 

commissioner (Rounds), Sep p 16 

(photo) 

 breaking down barriers: long-acting 

reversible contraceptives...often 

don't go to women who need them, 

Jan pp 42–44 

 leadership by fire: Stephanie Stephens 

steps into Medicaid director role 

(photo) (Profile), Aug pp 12–13 

 Maternal Mortality and Morbidity Review 

Committee receives Commissioner's 

Partner in Public Health Award 

(Newsmakers), Mar p 11 

 talking to patients about the PMP 

(Rounds), Mar p 9 

Texas Health Institute 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

Texas Health Trace (DSHS) 

 [COVID-19 online information system], 

Aug pp 32–33 
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Texas Medical Association 

 Advocacy Retreat, Austin, Dec. 6-7, 2019 

(Imaging), Feb pp 32–33 

 artifact: drawing of 1952 TMA building 

(Looking Back), Mar p 6 

 Board of Trustees 

  [Disaster Board responsibilities 

during COVID-19 emergency], 

Jun pp 47–48 

 business as not so usual (Editor's Note), 

May p 2 

 Council on Public Health 

  fighting epidemics: Robert Haley, 

MD, wins inaugural Nickey 

Award for public health 

(Profile), Mar pp 26–27 

 COVID-19 podcasts and webinars 

available (Pulse), Oct p 10 

 COVID-19 Task Force and resource 

center, May p 29 

  what to do if a staff member or patient 

tests positive, Sep p 33 

 deadlines for doctors (Pulse), Dec p 7 

 employment education from TMA, Feb p 

26; Jul p 34 

 home is where the TMA Library is 

(Looking Back), Mar p 6 

 House of Delegates 

  [functions delegated to Board of 

Trustees during COVID-19 

emergency], Jun p 47 

  House meeting goes virtual; fall 

conference canceled (Rounds), 

Aug p 14 

  it's your house – come on in 

(Commentary), Apr p 4 

  "making TMA history": TMA 

conducts first virtual House of 

Delegates meeting (photos), Dec 

pp 24–25 

  medical education and health care 

quality amendments (Rounds), 

Nov p 6 

  TMA House of Delegates to go 

virtual; fall conference canceled 

(Rounds), Sep p 12 

  [uncontested officers elected], Jun p 

48 

  virtual meeting okays policies on 

health care disparities, LGBTQ 

Health Section (Rounds), Nov 

pp 4, 6 

 #MaskHero [social media campaign on 

wearing masks correctly] (Imaging), 

Nov pp 34–35, 48 

 Minority Scholarship Program 

  15 minority medical students awarded 

TMA scholarships (Rounds), 

Aug pp 15, 18 

 new TMA leaders chosen amid historic 

pandemic, Jun pp 47–48 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 

 officers. See Fite, Diana L.; Fleeger, 

David C.; Villarreal, E. Linda 

 pandemic poses legal pitfalls; TMA seeks 

better liability shields for all 

physicians during COVID-19 

(Law), Aug pp 38–40 

 Physicians Benevolent Fund, Jan p 14 

(Rounds) 

 political action committee. See TEXPAC 

 publications and resources 

  do not resuscitate orders: updates and 

changes (webinar), Nov p 46 

  improve your work-life balance with 

free CME (Pulse), Mar p 4 

  Telemedicine Resource Center, May p 

32; Nov p 31 

  [TMA white paper telemedicine, 

excerpt] (Pulse), Feb p 8 

  the updated skinny on Texas' surprise 

billing law (White Paper), Sep 

pp 15–16 (Rounds) 

 seeking a measure of reason: TMA joins 

collaborative seeking to identify and 

standardize quality metrics 

(Quality), Apr pp 40–41 

 Telehealth Initiative, Jul p 16; Nov p 31 
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 telemedicine and COVID-19 (survey), Jul 

p 17 

 tele-town hall series addresses border 

concerns (Rounds), Nov pp 8, 10 

 TexMed 2020. See TexMed 2020 

 TMA balks at proposed Medicare 

payment cut (Rounds), Dec pp 8–9 

 TMA secures nearly $30 million in PPE 

for Texas physicians (Pulse), Oct p 

10 

 TMA Specialty Services: helping you stay 

independent, Jan p 24 

 TMA wants our thoughts on practicing 

medicine (Rounds), Feb p 15 

 veteran lobbyist Dan Finch named vice 

president for advocacy (photo), Aug 

p 20 (Rounds) 

 winter conference, special coverage 

(Rounds), Mar pp 8–9 

Texas Medical Association Foundation 

 funding of Minority Scholarship Program 

(Rounds), Aug p 18 

 recipients of 2020 John P. McGovern 

Champion of Health Awards 

(photo), Mar p 8 (Rounds) 

 seeking nominations for John P 

McGovern Champion of Health 

Award (Pulse), Oct p 8 

Texas Medical Board 

 docs must supervise delegation to 

CRNAS, TMA tells AG (Rounds), 

Nov pp 10, 12 

 PMP checks not necessary for in-facility 

medications, TMB says (Rounds), 

Apr p 12 

 TMB sets rules on acute-pain scrip limit, 

opioid CME (Law), Oct p 37 

Texas Medical Home Initiative 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

Texas Ophthalmological Association 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb p 27 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Texas Optometry Act 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Texas Optometry Board 

 not seeing eye to eye: TMA, optometry 

board differ on allowing physician 

employment of optometrists (Law), 

Feb pp 25–27 

 some clarity, some fog: AG opinion on 

physician-optometrist relationship 

represents partial win for TMA 

(Law), Jul pp 33–36 

Texas Primary Care Consortium (TPCC) 

 priority: primary care; positioning primary 

care practice for a better present and 

a bright future, Dec pp 15–20 

 recommendations for reform, Dec pp 16–

17 

Texas Privacy Protection Advisory Council 

 the governor's privacy council, Dec p 23 

 Joseph H. Schneider appointment to 

(Newsmakers), Jan p 12 (Rounds) 

 patient privacy's new frontier: AMA 

principles aim to keep apps, other 

third parties honest with personal 

health data (Law), Dec pp 22–23 

 taking privacy to a new level: Texas 

lowers the reporting threshold for 

security breaches, Jan pp 28–29 

Texas State Board of Pharmacy 

 pharmacy board chloroquine restrictions 

lapse (Rounds), Sep pp 12–13 

 same old hurdles: PMP requirement 

doesn't lower pharmacy-mandated 

obstacles to filling opioid scrips, 

Sep pp 40–43 

 talking to patients about the PMP 

(Rounds), Mar p 9 

Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center 

School of Medicine (TTUHSC) 
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 class of COVID-19 (photos), Oct p 48 

 TTUHSC's mask decontamination project 

(photos), Jun pp 25–26 

TexMed 2020 

 back to the heart: cancer survivor Lee 

Tomlinson will stress compassionate 

care at TexMed 2020, Apr p 23 

 cancellation due to COVID-19, May p 2; 

Aug p 14 (Rounds) 

 in defense of public health: preventable 

diseases are back on the map, and 

Peter Hotez...says physicians need 

to think globally to help stop the 

trend, Apr pp 24–25 

 TMA House of Delegates to go virtual; 

fall conference canceled (Rounds), 

Sep p 12 

TEXPAC 

 champions of medicine: TEXPAC-

endorsed incumbents need your help 

in November's elections (Legislative 

Affairs), Oct pp 40–43 

 getting involved in TEXPAC, Oct p 41 

 medicine-friendly candidates prevail in 
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